
RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

THE BOARD

The Board is responsible for the establishment as well as oversight of the 
Group’s risk management framework and internal control systems that are 
designed to manage the Group’s risk appetite within acceptable levels of 
tolerance as set by the Board and Management, rather than eliminate totally 
the risk of failure to achieve the Group’s goals and objectives in generating 
returns to shareholders. The Board periodically reviews the effectiveness 
and adequacy of the framework and systems by identifying, assessing, 
monitoring and communicating key business risks to safeguard shareholders’ 
investment and the Group’s assets.

The two (2) committees at the Board level that have primary risk management 
and internal control oversight responsibilities are:

RISK COMMITTEE (BRC) 

The main responsibility of the BRC is to assist the Board in ensuring a sound 
and robust Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) framework and its implementation 
to enhance the Group’s corporate governance practices with focus on risk 
issues. The Terms of Reference (ToR) and main duties of the BRC in relation 
to risk management are incorporated in the Board Charter which is accessible 
on the Company’s official website at www.tm.com.my.

AUDIT COMMITTEE (BAC)

The main responsibility of the BAC is to assist the Board in assessing the 
effectiveness of the Group’s internal control structure and review of the 
financial reporting. BAC also reviews the adequacy and integrity of the 
Group’s internal control systems and management information systems, 
including compliance with applicable laws, rules, directives and guidelines 
through Group Internal Audit (GIA) function. The BAC’s ToR is stipulated in 
the Board Charter which is accessible in the Company’s website. The main 
duties of the BAC in assessing the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal 
control systems implementation within the Group are detailed in pages 
143 and 144.

Other Board Committees such as the Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee, Tender Committee and Investment Committee are also established 
with clearly defined duties and responsibilities to oversee various key 
business activities involved within the Group. The Board acknowledges that 
it remains responsible for all the actions of the committees with regard to 
the execution of the delegated roles, including the outcome of the review 
and disclosure on key risks and internal control systems in this integrated 
annual report.

MANAGEMENT

Management is accountable to the Board and responsible for implementing 
the processes of identifying, evaluating, monitoring and reporting of risks 
and the effectiveness of internal control systems, taking appropriate and 
timely corrective actions as required. The Management has assured the 
Board that the Group’s risk management and internal control systems are 
operating adequately and effectively in all material aspects, based on the 
ERM framework and internal control systems adopted by the Group. In 
respect of risk management, Management has implemented the necessary 
processes to:

• Identify and analyse the risk appetite relevant to the business and 
determine the level of risk tolerance towards the achievement of the 
Group’s objectives and strategies; 

• Design, implement and monitor the ERM framework in accordance with 
the Group’s strategic vision and overall risk appetite; and 

• Identify changes to risks or emerging risks, take appropriate actions 
and bring these promptly to the attention of the Board.

Pursuant to Paragraph 15.26(b) of the Main Market Listing Requirements (Main LR) of Bursa 
Malaysia Securities Berhad (Bursa Securities), the Boards of listed companies are required 
to include in their annual report, a statement about the state of internal control of the listed 
issuer as a group. Accordingly, TM Board is pleased to provide the following statement that 
has been prepared in accordance with the Statement on Risk Management and Internal 
Control: Guidelines for Directors of Listed issuers endorsed by Bursa Securities which 
outlines the nature and scope of the risk management and internal control within TM Group 
during the financial year under review. 
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ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT 

ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

ERM remains an integral part of the organisational governance processes in ensuring all inherent and emerging risks are measured, mitigated and monitored 
to safe guard the interests of the Group. 

TM has over the years adopted the MS ISO 31000 Risk Management Standard which serves as a guideline for identifying, evaluating, managing and 
monitoring significant risks by the Group in order to align its ERM process with industry best practices. Figure 1 illustrates TM’s ERM framework.

The ERM practice has been implemented throughout TM including its subsidiaries to support the convergence and digital journeys under the TM Performance 
Improvement Plan (PIP) 2018. Figure 2 below illustrates TM’s ERM governance, context and framework. 

Figure 1: MS ISO 31000
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TM’s ERM structure spans the entire organisation, from the Board right 
down to the operational level. Through such governance and framework, 
material risks are consolidated from all Business Segments to the Management 
Committee, escalated up to the BRC and finally to the Board. Responsible 
Risk Coordinators are identified at every Line of Businesses (LOBs), central 
function, business function and subsidiary to coordinate the ERM activities 
towards building a risk-based decision making culture amongst the staff 
with the undivided support from the respective Heads. In all ERM activities, 
the importance of the role played by the staff is always emphasised.
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Figure 2: TM’s ERM Governance and Framework

RISK APPETITE

A key BRC focus on effective risk oversight is to approve the Board’s 
acceptable corporate risk appetite as identified and reviewed by the Group. 
Operational level risk will be based on either the approved tolerance in 
Corporate Risk Appetite by BRC or to customise its own risk appetite 
(Customised Risk Appetite) to align with its strategic objectives. 
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To ensure uniformity and clear understanding on the risk appetite process, the Group has established risk appetite guidelines which have been communicated 
through a series of engagements and awareness sessions. It contains the risk appetite statement that emphasises TM’s commitment to allocate necessary 
resources in ensuring risks are managed within acceptable levels, ensuring sustainable profitability and upholding TM’s reputation/brand to safeguard the 
Company’s assets and enhance shareholder value. The process of establishing the risk appetite is depicted in Figure 3 below:

CORPORATE RISK SELECTION METHODOLOGY

The Corporate Risk Selection Methodology was introduced with the objective of optimising the BRC and Management Committee (MC) meetings by 
focusing and deliberating on key risk issues. Through this approach, corporate risks that meet any of the predefined criteria will be identified and reported 
in the Corporate Risk Dashboard for Board and MC attention as depicted in Figure 4 below. Risks that do not qualify for escalation to the Board and/or 
MC level, will be monitored and reviewed by the respective divisions. 

Figure 3: TM’s Risk Appetite Establishment Process

UNDERSTAND
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APPETITE

• What is the strategic objective/management expectation?
• Source of reference – Business Plan/Key Performance Indicator

• Identify potential risks that might prevent from achieving the strategic objectives

• Likelihood Measures – measure the occurrence (probability) of risk either 
quantitative or qualitative

• Impact Measure – measures the impact of risk (consequence) either in 
quantitative or qualitative

• Set tolerance limit
• Tolerance is subject to

> Management direction
> Capability of existing resources/infrastructure/system whichever is applicable
> Benchmarking (for example: global best practices/industry standard)

• Determine and define likelihood and impact level either quantitative or 
qualitative

• Seek advice from Subject Matter Expert, Risk Owners, and Risk & Corporate 
Compliance Management (RCCM) for Review

• Seek approval for Risk Appetite:
> Corporate Risk Appetite – Approval by BRC
> Customised Risk Appetite – Approval by Head of Division  

(Chief Risk Champion/Risk Champion)
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Exposure to compliance risk is monitored through the Corporate Compliance 
Dashboard with potential and actual impacts of non-compliance presented 
to BRC. 

The BRC and MC continue to provide the oversight and appraise the 
adequacy and the effectiveness of the ERM practices in view of the 
challenging operating environment. 

INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

The Board acknowledges that the internal control systems are designed to 
manage and reduce risks that will hinder the Group from achieving its goals 
and objectives. It provides reasonable assurance against the occurrence of 

PRINCIPAL RISKS

A reporting format by risk cluster has been introduced in which risks have been categorised and prioritised based on their rating and impact, namely 
Strategic Risk, Financial Risk, Technology/ System Risk and Operational Risk. The principal risks that have been clustered and are being monitored 
by the Board are listed in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: TM’s Principal Risks Based on Risk Cluster

Figure 4: Corporate Risk Selection Criteria for Board and Management Attention

any material misstatement of management inclusive of financial information, 
business, operational, environmental, compliance and financial losses or 
fraud. The internal control systems are embedded within the Group’s 
operating activities and exist for fundamental business reasons. 

These systems are designed to manage rather than eliminate the risk of 
failure to achieve business objectives and can only provide reasonable and 
not absolute assurance against material misstatement or loss. The internal 
control systems are developed based on the COSO (Committee of the 
Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission) Internal Control 
Integrated Framework. They are reviewed regularly throughout the year by 
the Board, taking into consideration any changes in regulation, applicable 
laws or the business environment to ensure the adequacy and integrity of 
the internal control systems. 

Strategic

• Regulatory Landscape
• Loss of Reputation
• Competition
• Potential Unfavourable 

Outcome of National 
Fiberisation & Connectivity 
Plan (NFCP) to TM

Technology/System

• Delay in implementing 
Digital Initiatives

• Corporate Security Threat

Financial

• Forex Sensitivity
• Credit
• Revenue Gap
• Profitability Shortfall

Operational

• Revenue Leakage
• Fraud
• OSHE
• Inadequacy of BCM
• Supply Sustainability

Corporate Risk Selection Criteria

Residual Risk Rating
Residual Risk impact and likelihood reached above the acceptable
threshold level.

Key Risk Indicator The indicators give signal that the risk is likely to trigger.

Risk Outlook Rating
Risk outlook impact and likelihood reached above the acceptable
threshold level.

Key Control Indicator The indicators give signal that the control is far from meeting its target.

Risk Rating Movement The movement if residual risk rating and risk outlook rating is deteriorating.
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Key elements of the internal control systems established by the Board that 
provide good governance and effective internal control systems include: 

• Clearly defined lines of responsibility and authority 

The Group has clearly defined lines of responsibility and authority to 
facilitate prompt responses in the continuously evolving business 
environment, effective supervision of day-to-day business conduct and 
accountability. These include a formal organisation structure and 
establishment of a Limit of Authority (LoA) matrix that clearly outlines 
the Board and Management’s limits and approval authorities across 
various key processes. The LoA is duly approved by the Board and 
subject to regular review and enhancement to ensure it reflects changes 
in accountability and the Group’s risk appetite. 

• Strategic Theme, Objectives and Core Values

In achieving the Group’s vision to materialise “Life and Business Made 
Easier, for a better Malaysia”, Management has introduced the PIP2018 
to accelerate convergence and empower digitisation in becoming the 
Convergence Champion. This is supported by internalisation of the 
Group’s KRISTAL Core Values, namely Total Commitment to Customers, 
Uncompromising Integrity and Respect & Care.

• Risk Management and Internal Control Policy Statement

Our Risk Management and Internal Control Policy Statement is issued 
by the Board and Management to provide reasonable assurance that 
the Group will achieve our business objectives, safeguarding and 
enhancing shareholders’ investments and the Group’s assets. The AGCEO, 
Heads of LOBs, Heads of Business and Support Groups and the CEOs 
of TM subsidiaries are responsible for implementing the ERM framework 
and practices.

• Establishment of Framework, Policy, Manual and Procedures

– Business Policy & Governance (BPG)

TM’s Business Policy & Governance (BPG) is the main reference 
document that outlines the overall business policies and governance 
with clearly defined process owners across key functional areas in 
the Group. The sub-policies, processes, procedures and guidelines 
are developed, periodically reviewed and maintained by the respective 
process owners to provide the details in supporting the overall 
policies and governance in BPG.

– Insurance and physical safeguards

Adequate insurance and physical safeguards for major assets are 
in place to ensure the Group’s assets are sufficiently covered to 
minimise material loss against any mishap.

• Business Continuity Management (BCM)

The BCM Steering Committee chaired by the AGCEO is committed to 
enhancing service reliability and resilience via an improved BCM 
programme. The programme serves as guidance to identify potential 
adversities to the Group and its impacts to business operations. 
Subsequently, an overall framework is established to build organisational 
resilience with an effective response capability mechanism to safeguard 
the interest of TM’s key stakeholders, reputation and brand. 

• Control Self-Assessments (CSAs)

 As TM moves up its risk maturity level, CSA allows employees to identify 
risks within their business environment and evaluate the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the internal control systems in place. Results from CSA 
feature as key information in identifying high-risk areas within the Group. 

• Management Committee and Group Leadership Team

Two (2) top level committees, namely the MC and the Group Leadership 
Team (GLT) chaired by the AGCEO with clear demarcation of roles in 
managing the Group’s strategies and policies effectively.

The MC focuses on providing guidance and making decisions on strategic 
matters, while the GLT concentrates on matters pertaining to business 
performance and ensures the effective execution and supervision over 
key operational issues.

• Best Practice Committee (BPC) 

BPC is a Management committee that reports to the BAC. The BPC 
serves as a platform to update and discuss developments in best 
practices, corporate governance as well as statutory and regulatory 
requirements set by all statutory bodies and relevant authorities. 

• Recording to Reporting (R2R) Framework

R2R is a non-compliance reporting framework adopted by Management 
to enhance the quality and integrity of the recording to reporting 
process by instilling and enforcing behaviour change across the 
organisation. It serves as a mechanism for determining financial non-
compliance incidents, the arising consequence management and at 
the same time promotes awareness of compliance and increase Senior 
Management’s accountability. 

• People Compliance Committee (P2C)

The People Compliance Committee (P2C) was established to serve as the 
governing body to address audit issues on employees committing non-
compliances. The P2C aims to instil a high standard of integrity, provide 
continuous awareness to the employees in developing high working 
compliance culture and establish clear lines of accountability in TM. 
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• TM Tender Evaluation Centre (TMTEC)

As part of the Group’s continuous efforts to mitigate the risk of sensitive 
information leakage during tender evaluations, TMTEC was established 
at Menara TM to centralise all procurement evaluation activities. The 
location is equipped with enhanced physical and IT security systems for 
an integrated audit trail of tender documents and information movement.

• Internal Control Incident (ICI)

Periodic ICI reporting captures and disseminates lessons learnt from 
significant internal control incidents to Senior Management to 
prevent reoccurrences in other divisions and operating companies 
within the Group.

• Audit and Business Assurance Committee (ABAC)

The ABAC, comprises members of Senior Management from the respective 
LOBs and Support function and is chaired by the GCFO. ABAC monitors 
and tracks internal and external audit issues to ensure these are resolved 
in a timely manner and that all recommendations are implemented. 

• Ethics and Integrity

TM is committed to conducting our business in an open, honest and 
ethical manner. Our Code of Business Ethics (CBE) has always been the 
main reference for all employees when dealing with various stakeholders; 
both internal and external. The Group’s commitment to upholding 
integrity in carrying out its duties is evidenced by:

• Our Corporate Integrity Pledge which was signed on 27 April 2011 
with the aim to build a culture of integrity within the workforce and 
to the best effort, ensure that TM is free from corruption.

• The Integrity Pact was first implemented in 2012 and revised in 
2016. The Integrity Pact is a set of integrity declaration by TM 
employees, Procurement Committees as well as TM suppliers involved 
in procurement activities. Implementation of the Revised Integrity 
Pact for TM Business Partners features a reciprocal terms and 
conditions indicating TM’s commitment to equally uphold the integrity 
practices when dealing with TM’s Business Partners.

• Procurement Ethics Rules & Practices to demonstrate greater 
transparency and cultivate ethical behaviours among employees, 
suppliers and business partners in procurement activities. The implications 
of non-compliance with the Procurement Ethics Rules & Practices will 
result in the imposition of necessary consequence management.

• TM Anti-Corruption Guide, which supplements the CBE by setting 
out the policy statements and guidelines for all TM Employees in 
relation to improper solicitation, bribery or other corrupt activities 
and issues that may arise in the course of business. TM adopts a 
zero-tolerance approach to all forms of corruption.

• TM Integrity Movers i.e. a selection of 45 employees who have a 
master trainer programme to help them disseminate knowledge on 
ethics and integrity to others through knowledge sharing sessions.

• Annual Declaration of Assets (DOA) and Integrity Agreement, requiring 
all Management and employees to declare their assets and interest 
via the online SAP platform which is aimed to create a more 
transparent and accountable workforce.

• Continuous briefing sessions were held for TM employees on the 
new corporate liability provision of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption 
Commission Act (Amendment 2018) which was passed in April 2018, 
to ensure that TM Employees has an in depth knowledge and 
understanding of the new law and the impact to the Group.

• Whistle-Blowing Policy

The Whistle-Blowing Policy enables any employee, supplier and/or any 
other third parties to report actual or suspected malpractice, misconduct 
or violation of the Group’s policies and regulations in a safe and 
confidential manner through the Ethics Line. 

• Fraud Investigation and Management

Internal investigations are carried out by the Corporate Investigation 
Unit (CIU) on any misconduct and corporate fraud committed by 
employees or parties who deal with TM. On the other hand, investigations 
on telecommunications fraud are carried out by the Fraud Management 
& Intelligence Unit (FMI) under Group Business Assurance.

• Customer & LOBs in Fraud Frontier (CLIFF)

CLIFF was launched to provide a web-based fraud monitoring system 
to detect potential fraud as well as facilitate fraud case management. 
Irregularities detected are escalated to the relevant LOBs and business 
partners. Fraud detection covers voice, broadband and IPTV products 
across all LOBs.

• Management of Enterprise Risk, Compliance, Insurance, Incident 
and Information Security System (MERCIS)

TM risk resource persons are empowered with ERM system – MERCIS 
in order for them to practice, implement and report risk management 
matters effectively and timely. As a single integrated system which 
comprises of the ERM, Compliance Management, Insurance Management, 
Incident Management and Information Security Management, MERCIS 
is a reference point by the resource person to access the respective 
module either for new data entry, update, monitor and reporting purposes 
at their convenience. 
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INTERNAL AUDIT

GIA is an in-house internal audit function that reports to the BAC with the 
objective of providing risk-based and objective assurance, advice, and insight 
designed to enhance and protect organisational value. GIA helps the Group 
to accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach 
to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of ERM, control and governance 
processes. During the financial year, the internal audit function provided 
continuous assurance that risks which may hinder TM’s ability from achieving 
its objectives were being adequately evaluated, managed, monitored and 
mitigated. It further evaluated the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
governance, ERM framework and internal control systems and provided 
recommendations for improvement. The Management then followed through 
and reviewed the status of actions taken on recommendations made by 
the internal and external auditors.

Audit reviews are carried out on units that are identified through a risk-
based approach, in line with the Group’s objectives and policies in the 
context of its evolving business and regulatory environment, taking into 
consideration input from the Senior Management and the Board.

Further information on Internal Audit is provided on pages 156 and 157 
of this Integrated Annual Report.

ADEQUACY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE GROUP’S 
RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL 
SYSTEMS

The Board has received assurance from the AGCEO and GCFO that the 
Group’s risk management framework and internal control systems were 
operating adequately and effectively, in all material aspects, during the 
financial year under review. Taking into consideration the Management 
Team’s assurance and input from the relevant assurance providers, the 
Board is of the view that the risk management framework and internal 
control systems are satisfactory and adequate to safeguard shareholders’ 
investments, customers’ interests and the Group’s assets and have not 
resulted in any material loss, contingency or uncertainty. TM’s internal 
control systems do not apply to its associate companies, which fall within 
the control of their majority shareholders.

Nonetheless, TM’s interests are served through representation on the boards 
of directors and Senior Management posting(s) to the various subsidiaries 
as well as through the review of management accounts received. These 
provide the Board with performance-related information to enable informed 
and timely decision-making on the Group’s investments in such companies.

REVIEW OF THE STATEMENT BY THE EXTERNAL 
AUDITORS

As required by Paragraph 15.23 of the Main LR, the external auditors have 
reviewed this Statement on Risk Management and Internal Control. Their 
limited assurance review was performed in accordance with Audit and 
Assurance Practice Guide (AAPG) 3 issued by the Malaysian Institute of 
Accountants. AAPG 3 does not require the external auditors to form an 
opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the risk management and 
internal control systems of the Group.
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GIA reports directly to the BAC to preserve its independence and objectivity, 
and ensure audit personnel are free from any relationships or conflicts of 
interest which could impair their objectivity and independence. The Chief 
Internal Auditor (CIA) has an administrative reporting line to the AGCEO 
which enables the requisite stature and authority of Internal Audit to fulfil 
its responsibilities. 

BAC reviews and approves GIA’s audit plans, annual budget and human 
resources requirements to ensure resources with the right competencies 
are sufficient to carry audit functions aligned with the Group’s objectives. 
The CIA periodically reports on activities performed by GIA as well as key 
strategic and control issues observed to the BAC. In addition to the above, 
the BAC approves and periodically reviews GIA’s and the CIA’s performance 
to observe their progress and achievements. 

GIA adopts the International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF)® 
inclusive of the mandatory elements – Core Principles for the Professional 
Practice of Internal Auditing, International Standards for the Professional 
Practice of Internal Auditing of the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), the 
definition of Internal Auditing, and Code of Ethics – to manage its functions 
and perform the audit engagements.

PRACTICES AND FRAMEWORK

GIA is guided by the internal policies, procedures and framework as well 
as the Internal Control Framework of the COSO and Control Objectives for 
Information and Related Technology (COBIT) in assessing and reporting on 
the adequacy and effectiveness of the design, implementation and efficiency 
of the Group’s overall system of internal controls, risk management and 
governance.

SCOPE AND COVERAGE

GIA continues to adopt a risk-based audit plan approach to provide independent 
assurance to the Board that programmes being carried out are prioritised 
based on the Group’s strategies, objectives, key risks and core/priority areas. 
Input from various sources – inclusive of ERM, Annual Operating Plan, past 
internal and external audit issues, Management and the Board – permits the 
identification of auditable risk areas.

During the year, GIA conducted reviews on governance, risk management 
and controls in the areas of finance, compliance, human resources, operations, 
project management, network and information technology as well as data 
analytics. Key areas covered include:

• Sales and marketing;
• Service agreement management; 
• Customer experience management;
• Credit management; 
• Product lifecycle management; 
• Service fulfilment and assurance management;
• IT security and governance; 
• ID management; 
• Billing and revenue assurance; 
• Major project deliverables and management; 
• Procurement, inclusive of contract management; 
• Asset and customer premises equipment management; 
• Accounting and financial reviews;
• Internal investigations and reviews.

All internal audit reports were presented to the BAC with recommendations 
from GIA and feedback from Management. GIA subsequently monitors and 
verifies the implementation status of the recommendations on a quarterly 
basis through the ABAC. 

In providing value to the organisation, GIA’s key performance indicators 
include value creation and protection, in form of cost avoidance, opportunity 
loss as well as significant process improvements identified during audit 
engagement. 
 
In addition to performing audit engagements, GIA is also actively involved 
with the Management in strengthening compliance teams within management 
units, sharing best practices as well as knowledge on internal auditing, risk 
management and internal controls to the various stakeholders in TM. GIA 
carried out several initiatives to strengthen and institutionalise ethics and 
integrity in TM, focusing on relevant laws and regulations, governance, rules 
and practices, policies, religions and cultures.

GIA assists TM Group in achieving its business objectives by implementing a systematic 
and disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management 
measures, controls and governance processes. GIA provides independent, objective 
assurance and consulting services designed to enhance and protect organisational value. 
The internal audit charter approved by the BAC defines GIA’s purpose, authority and 
responsibility. 
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RESOURCES

A total of RM8.46 million was spent on internal audit activities in 2018. 
A summary of the internal audit costs are as follows:

Category RM (million) % of total cost

Manpower 7.3 86.29%
Supplies and Material 0.1 1.2%
Other operating costs 1.0 11.8%
Depreciation 0.06 0.71%

Total 8.46 100%

All internal audit activities in 2018 were performed in-house by a group of 
42 internal auditors from various backgrounds and competencies as follows:

Discipline
No. of Internal 

auditors
Percentage

%

Accounting and Finance 11 26
Information Technology 8 19
Engineering/Network 13 31
Marketing 4 10
Business Administration 4 10
Procurement/Human Resources 2 5

Total 42 100

INTERNAL AUDIT QUALITY

The CIA develops and maintains a Quality Assurance and Improvement 
Programme that covers all aspects of internal audit activities. The quality 
assurance programme assesses the efficiency and effectiveness of GIA 
processes and identifies opportunities for improvement via internal and 
external assessments.

GIA has a peer reviewer mechanism to ensure relevant, reliable and sufficient 
assessment to support audit engagement’s results and conclusions. Peer 
reviewers with relevant expertise among Senior Auditors or the GIA 
Management team are selected to provide professional advice and ensure 
that all risk areas are adequately covered prior to communicating the final 
engagement results to the appropriate parties.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS & CONTINUOUS 
COMPETENCY DEVELOPMENT

GIA is committed to equipping TM’s internal auditors with sufficient knowledge, 
skills and competencies to discharge their duties and responsibilities. The 
internal auditors are also encouraged to obtain appropriate professional 
certifications and qualifications. In 2018, 19 of 42 internal auditors hold a 
total of 32 certifications and qualifications between them. 

Qualification

No of 
certification 

obtained

1) MBA/ Masters 10
2) FCCA/ CPA/ CA/ ACCA 3
3) Certified Internal Auditor 1
4) Certified Information System Auditor 3
5) Certified QAR Assessor 2
6) Certified Integrity Officer 3
7) Certified Fraud Examiner 1
8) CISCO Certified 3
9) Certified IPv6 Network Engineer 2
10) Project Management Professional 1
11) Certified Professional Engineer (Ir.) 2
12) International Compliance Professional 1

Total 32

In 2018, internal auditors attended 1,474 hours of external and internal 
training, seminars and workshops in multiple technical disciplines and internal 
soft skills training on leadership, communication and negotiation to enhance 
their job performance and career prospects. 

Hazimi Kassim Gee Siew Yoong
Chief Internal Auditor Chairman, Audit Committee
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This year has been challenging for TM in the wake of the economic slowdown, shift in 
the regulatory environment and change of the political landscape. Consequently,  
TM’s profitability was affected due to stiff competition, pressure on reducing broadband 
prices and impact of the Mandatory Standard on Access Pricing (MSAP). TM continues 
to focus its efforts on anticipating and reducing risks while taking advantage of 
emerging opportunities.

TM’s ERM Framework provides reasonable 
assurance by identifying, analysing and 
addressing inherent and emerging risks with 
the effective implementation of mitigation 
controls to minimise its impact to the Group.

A project risk framework has been established 
to incorporate risk assessments during project 
initiation, project implementation and up to 
post-implementation review. This will empower 
the project owner to anticipate the level of risk 
and subsequently gauge the effectiveness of 
the mitigation actions including the benefit 
realisation from the projects.

The BRC played the vital role in overseeing 
risks that adversely affect TM. Management 
was also involved for a more active discussion 
on matters relating to the Group’s business 
strategy, regulatory, legal and project 
management. The key risks were highlighted 
and deliberated for better decision making 
and ensure appropriate mitigation controls 
were put in place to address the risks.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL 
ACTIVITIES

Various activities were carried out throughout 
the year with the objective of increasing 
awareness and empower a risk-based decision-
making culture across TM’s employees, 
specifically for the risk fraternity. Amongst 
others, the following activities were included:

• Communication and engagement sessions 
to encourage a risk decision-making 
culture, improve foresight and preserve an 
alert mindset in managing risk.

• State Risk Assessments to widen the risk 
implementation coverage at states, as 
well as to inculcate risk-based thinking 
among regional employees.

• Business Continuity Management (BCM) 
programmes, which include the 14th 
General Election (14th GE) Preparedness, 
TM Disaster Simulation Exercise 2018 and 
GITN Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP) Live 
Testing exercise.

• Supply sustainability risk assessment on 
China-based suppliers.

• Refresher training on ERM system to 
increase system awareness.

MANAGING CORPORATE RISKS

Through the adoption of the ERM framework 
and robust processes, TM was able to 
appropriately manage the Corporate Risks to 
minimise impact to an acceptable level.

 STRATEGIC RISKS

1. Competition
 Constant changes in the market landscape 

have resulted in stiff competition from 
other telecommunication serv ice 
providers. TM anticipated the potential 
increase of new players providing 
broadband products and services in the 
market that poses a threat to TM’s 
existing market share. As part of the 
mitigation actions, TM increased its 
efforts to promote attractive new 
products and services with affordable 
pricing to retain existing consumers while 
attracting new customers.

2. Regulatory Landscape
 Changes in the regulatory landscape, 

i n v o l v i n g  M S A P  a n d  s p e c t r u m 
assignment, have affected TM’s business 
operations to a certain extent. TM 
therefore continued to engage with the 
Regulator and worked closely with other 
stakeholders to address the regulatory 

issues. TM has put in place several 
efforts to arrest the decline in revenue 
growth as well as retain customer 
confidence in TM.

3. National Fiberisation and 
Connectivity Plan (NFCP)

 The implementat ion of  NFCP is 
anticipated to improve broadband 
quality and coverage, reduce broadband 
prices, enable internet access for all and 
expand fibre networks. Apart from 
upgrading the e l ig ib le  customer 
broadband packages towards a higher 
broadband speed, TM has introduced 
unifi packages for new customers as 
well as offer upgrades to existing 
customers as part of its retention 
programme. TM also engaged with the 
Regulator  to  col laborate on the 
development of the NFCP.

4. Loss of Reputation
 Corporate image and reputation are key 

towards building customer trust and 
business competitive advantage. Any 
negative customer experience can easily 
spread through social media, to the 
detriment of TM. In order to meet 
customer satisfaction and regulatory 
requirements, TM continued to improve 
its customer service, complaints resolution 
as well as maintained a close relationship 
with the relevant regulatory bodies.

 FINANCIAL RISKS

5. Revenue Gap and Profitability 
Shortfall

 The implementation of regulatory 
requirements on MSAP to double the 
broadband speed for half the price had 
a major impact on TM’s revenue. This 
affected TM’s capability to preserve the 
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existing revenue base, generate new 
revenue and increase market presence. 
In order to address these challenges, 
the  P IP2018 was  int roduced to 
emphasise on revenue uplift, sustained 
profitability, improved cash flow and 
enhanced productivity.

6. Credit Risk
 The adoption of multiple collection 

strategies through the implementation 
of a new Credit Management System 
(CONCISE) has effectively mitigated the 
credit  r isk  exposure despite the 
challenging economic scenario.

7. Forex Sensitivity
 The weakening of the Ringgit throughout 

2018 had an unfavourable impact on 
T M ’ s  f o r e i g n  b o r r o w i n g s  a n d 
procurement spending. The revenues 
generated in foreign currency from TM 
global business acted as a natural hedge, 
while the reinforcement of Ringgit-
b a s e d  p a y m e n t  i n  p r o c u r e m e n t 
contracts helped to mitigate TM’s forex 
risk exposure.

 TECHNOLOGY/SYSTEM RISKS

8. Implementation of Digital Initiatives
 TM’s digital init iatives focuses on 

Liberalising Digitisation and Accelerating 
Digitalisation to create efficiencies and 
opportunities in monetising the digitised 
systems. The Group Digital Centre (GDC) 
spearheaded a number of new digital 
applications to enhance customer 
exper ience and improve process 
optimisation that serves both TM’s 
customers as well as employees.

9. Corporate Security
• Logical/Cyber Security
 There were no significant security 

threats  reported against  TM’s 
equipment relating to ransomware, 
virus, DDoS and Malware attack. To 
protect the business, TM continuously 
enhanced its security controls with 
the deployment of new corporate 
antivirus, system patch update and 

security feature upgrades as well as 
conducting awareness programmes, 
security advisory and vulnerability 
assessments to ensure TM assets are 
secured.

• Cable Theft
 The inc idence of  cable  theft 

continued to decrease due to 
effective controls such as anti-cable 
theft features, installation of alarm 
systems focusing on hotspots and 
collaborating with the Royal Malaysia 
Police for patrolling activities.

 OPERATIONAL RISKS

10. OSHE
 A safe and conducive work environment 

is important to TM employees for 
business continuity and to safeguard 
our reputation. To enable a healthier 
and safer workplace environment, TM 
focused its effort on the continuous 
campaign and awareness programmes 
to  var ious  leve ls  of  employees . 
Addit ional ly ,  TM was successful ly 
certified with OSH MS ISO 45001:2018, 
hence strengthening TM’s commitment 
towards better work standards and best 
industry practices.

11. Revenue Leakage
 Revenue leakage occurs from the failure 

of billing processing, billing system and 
human error in managing bi l l ing 
activities. Mitigation of this risk is affected 
through the newly implemented TM 
Revenue Assurance System (TRACE), 
periodic Forensic Review/Control 
A s s e s s m e n t  a n d  s t r e n g t h e n i n g 
operational governance.

12. Fraud
 Fraud risk in TM comprises of service 

frauds such as Private Automatic Branch 
Exchange (PABX) fraud, resellers fraud 
and staff fraud. TM’s fraud monitoring 
system (CLIFF-Customer & LOBs in Fraud 
Frontier) has been enhanced to provide 
effective detecting and monitoring of 
service related fraud cases.

13. Supply Sustainability
 The importance of managing Supply 

Sustainability Risk has brought significant 
impact to TM in ensuring service 
continuity. Global bilateral trade issues 
may impact TM’s sustainability as most 
of TM’s network assets comprise of 
China-based equipment. TM continued 
to strengthen its control measures in 
order to ensure adequate security in 
TM’s network equipment and i ts 
business continuity in the potential 
event of a crisis or disaster.

EMERGING RISK & 
OPPORTUNITY

  C H I N A - B A S E D  V E N D O R S 
SUPPLY SUSTAINABILITY RISK

The ongoing global bilateral trade issues has 
led to the emergence of supply sustainability 
r isk on telecommunicat ions network 
equipment. Chinese telecommunications 
equipment makes up a substantial part of TM’s 
overall network of elements. Recent actions 
taken by U.S authorities against two (2) of the 
largest  Chinese te lecommunicat ions 
equipment suppliers in the world has increased 
the risk of equipment supply disruption to the 
telecommunication service industry, including 
TM. Such a disruption would pose a serious 
impact to TM in terms of financial exposure, 
customer service and network security. To 
mitigate this risk, TM has taken precautionary 
actions, amongst others, from finding suitable 
local partners for maintenance and support 
services to exploring the selection strategy of 
technology partners.

 5G SPECTRUM IMPLEMENTATION

The next generation of mobile internet 
connectivity 5G will begin its trial phase in 
2019. The nascent 5G technology deployment 
in Malaysia raises several significant risks, 
namely the unavailability of a 5G spectrum 
policy, adoption time for 5G devices and high 
investment costs to implement the 5G 
n e t w o r k .  I n - d e p t h  k n o w l e d g e  a n d 
competency of 5G market developments are 
essential for TM to ensure the successful 
deployment of the network.
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